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Objectives in extending operation to lower frequencies include:

1. We can track chirp signals (NS-NS etc.) over a longer time and
frequency range;
• improve sensitivity for detection;
• get better data on sources and relativistic effects on chirp
waveforms, etc.;
• possibility of more signals within frequency range;

2. many more pulsars within frequency range (including known ones).

3. Stochastic background searches are improved (particularly with
separated sites).

4. In general - much wider searches are possible.

In addition:

-- If could operate at ~1 Hz and lower, new possibilities for gravity
gradient measurements can open - relevant to geophysics as well as
gravitational waves.



Wire of fiber suspensions - coupled by a suspension-point interferometer

Can operate down to well below 1 Hz - with force feedback to remove
the pendulum resonance.

An old idea - but now see it as a key part of new concepts to
extend seismic isolation  - and opening new areas for LIGO.

May be the first of a new family of frequency-independent seismic
isolation techniques.













Plan to test some of this in test interferometers

n Measure gravity gradient background to check estimates of limits for
gravitational wave observation (at nighttime - when little traffic);

n run to measure and understand the gravity gradient background - and
possibly ways to discriminate against it;

n find what the real problems are.

Preliminary tests with simplest possible interferometer:

--  one long arm -
laser stabilized to atomic line (He-Ne laser);

--  one-bounce unequal-arm Michelson interferometer for upper
and lower beams;

--  initial feedback with coil-magnet systems.



Present  Conclusions

• Initial tests are encouraging (no major problems)

Looks a relatively simple addition to LIGO - with much potential
benefit.





















Update:

Experimental Q Values for Magnetically Levitated Crystals
__________________________________________________________
TGG (60/40 polish on all surfaces) Q = 6.0×106 at 222.84 kHz

GGG (unpolished circumference) Q = 6.7×105 at 221.50 kHz

New (60/40 polish on all surfaces) Q = 9.7×106 at 222.46 kHz

TGG and GGG cylinders: 15 mm diameter × 8 mm long.


